SCANDINAVIAN SOFA
Whispy White Linen Slipcover Instructions & Care

PARTS INCLUDED

#1. Back Cushion Cover – Qty. 3
#2. Seat Cushion Cover – Qty. 1

#3. Frame Slipcover – Qty. 1

ASSEMBLY TIPS & INSTRUCTIONS

1. In a clean and cleared area unwrap the slipcover.
2. Place the frame slipcover on first, before placing cushions on sofa frame.
Make sure to attach the slipcover using the Velcro strips. You will need to
adjust the Velcro, as you go, so that the slipcover fits the frame well, lays
smoothly against the sofa frame, this will reduce the appearance of wrinkles.
Using a tucking motion between the arm and back of sofa, apply pressure to
the crease and moving your way down the arm toward the seat.
Using the same method, tuck where seat and back meet and continue the
motion moving forward from back to front of sofa. Make sure that you pull the 2
metal and elastic clips through the sewn slit holes while you are tucking the
crease. These clips help to keep the seat cushion securely in place.
3. Then insert cushion inners into back and seat cushion cover and zip closed.
The seat cushion has 2 metal and elastic attachments that easily clip into the
clips located in the crease, where the seat and back meet on the sofa base.
Once seat cushion is secured, then place back cushion on sofa.
4. Slipcover and cushion covers might have developed mirror wrinkles on the
surface due to the wrapping/carton/transit. These marks are completely natural
and will diminish in the first month of normal use. If you would like to achieve a
more tailored look steaming is suggested. Use upholstery attachment for
steamer or place t-shirt material between steamer and fabric to avoid damaging
fabric or creating water spots.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Lightly dust and vacuum.
100% Whispy White Linen Slipcover is
machine washable. Use gentle cycle with,
cold water and similar colors, lay flat to dry.
Do not use harsh or abrasive chemicals as
this may damage the fabric.
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